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» 100 Business
Plaza, new building
in Ciudad del Sol
» Ciudad del Sol,

the modern
real estate development icon of Guayaquil and Ecuador, will add a new member to its family. It is the 100 Business
Plaza, a new office building that will be
located between the NOBIS and Sheraton Hotel buildings, right across the
Mall del Sol. At a 15 million dollar cost,
this new Pronobis project will be the
first smart building with a domotics
system, an optical fiber backbone and
other advantages that make it a unique
building in the country.
Domotics is a term used to describe
building and home automation, comfort, and others. It´s a combination of
electronics, electricity and IT created in
order to generate automatic control in a
house or building to facilitate work in it.
100 Building Plaza will have 12 corporate floors adjusted to the needs and
demands of today’s enterprises. There
will be 36 offices, 4 in each floor, except
for the last 3 stories that will only have
one office for large or multinational enterprises. Office sizes will range from
100 square meters up to a total of 465
square meters on a whole floor.
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» The first stone was
placed in Karibao
» “Over 25 thousand jobs
and a high tourist activity in the area is
what Pronobis´s megaproject Karibao
will bring to Engabao, a nearby town in
General Villamil Playas canton located
one hour away from Guayaquil”, emphasized Mrs. Isabel Noboa Ponton Executive President of NOBIS Consortium, during the cornerstone laying
ceremony also attended by the Major of
Playas, Mrs. Miriam Lucas – M.D.
One of the most important attractions
that Karibao will include is a crystalline
water lagoon with white sandy beaches,
located at the center of the complex. It
will be built by Crystal Lagoons, a wellknown Chilean enterprise that has developed over 400 similar projects in 60
countries worldwide. Tens of buildings
will be raised; a resort, a well-known international brand hotel and a housing
project will be built, all with the highest
standards comfort, safety and environmentally sustainable surroundings.
Mrs. Noboa pointed out that there is a
promise and higher purpose behind all
this investment and creation of new
jobs, that is, the promotion of tourism.

» Tons of success
» Every beginning

and end of
the sugar cane harvest is a renovated
opportunity to reflect on and to stop and
look back at what happened during this
cycle, and to ponder upon the challenges
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that lie ahead, focusing always in a
better future. After six months of hard
word, sugar cane harvest No. 132, hit a
yield record of 3,390,240 units of 50kilo sugar bags, surpassing our own
forecast. We also process 25 million of
alcohol liters per year and we produce
an average of 130 million kilowatts per
year out of bagasse (the matter
remaining after sugar cane juice
extraction).
Meanwhile, with Codana, we have become the leading supplier of alcohol for
ECOPAIS gasoline, accompanying the
growth of the domestic biofuel plan
with an important investment to expand
our production capacity.

» Isabel Noboa, the
most innovative
entrepreneur of
Ecuador
» Although innovation is usually
linked to technology in this industry,
this component is not only important to
the success of all businesses but it
should be the core component and strategic integral part of every enterprise.
Consumers have many options nowadays, and all are very similar. In order
to stand out, we should be able to
move out of our comfort zones and to
develop disruptive ideas that generate
profitability.
Under this innovation definition, Insights Magazine carried out a survey to
determine who the most innovative Ecuadorians were locally. The publication received many nominations, among them:
Eduardo Jurado Béjar (Semgroup), Eduardo Maruri (Maruri Grey), Isabel Noboa
(NOBIS), Santiago Peralta y Carla Barbotó
(Pacari) y Richard Peet y Soledad Hanna
(Sweet&Coffee). Finally, after an open
poll, Isabel Noboa was chosen as the
most
innovative
entrepreneur
in
Ecuador.
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Inform the economic and social life of the Nobis
Partnership and its companies, in such a way
that it contributes to the integration of its
personnel under the Values of the organization
and to a positive public image of its management.
This Nobis Brief is a summary of the Nobis
Consortium Business Magazine No 50 »

» La Universal
launches
"Pitufimanía"
» Universal Sweet Industries
(USI) and its products - La Universal, in
response to its growth and consumer
approach goals, launches together with
its Manía and Osito Blanco lines, a national promotion called “Vive la Pitufimanía” (Live Smurfsmania), leveraging
the global premiere of the movie
“Smurfs: The Lost Land”. In order to participate in “Vive la Pitufimanía”, people
will buy Manía cookies and Osito Blanco
chocolate and find the movie collectible
stickers included in the packaging. Underneath them, consumers will discover
the code that can be uploaded into the
website www.pitufimania.com and participate to win instant prizes like bicycles,
laptops, smartphones, digital cameras or
movie tickets.
Likewise, USI doesn’t feel over confident
of its emblematic brands’ great potential, but rather, it constantly elaborates
new products and flavor proposals identified with its diverse consumer targets.
Based on this, it introduced Salté and
Du’Salté crackers in the market. These
two innovations are now part of our
portfolio and strengthen our cracker offer that promotes home, lunchbox products and on the go consumption, allowing us to be more competitive in the
domestic market.
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» Ambassadors of
our values
» “We are here today to celebrate
what you represent in the organization,
our values and the multiplying effect
that your attitude can generate in each
person at your workplace”, said a
thrilled Mrs. Isabel Noboa, NOBIS
President, in a lunch where a fair tribute
was paid to the winners of the 2016
NOBIS Ambassadors Program. This is
an initiative that the Corporate Organizational Development Management of
the Consortium carries out.
In her speech, the leader of NOBIS
mused that “We live in a society that
is constantly trying us out, how integral, creative and persevering can we
be. It often puts us to test, how willing
and prepared we are to work as a team.
Each of you, including the executives
themselves, is part of this big machinery. We are basic pieces that
cannot be missing in order for the
machinery to work, and perform
well. If any of you were missing, the
machinery could work, but it will not
have an optimum performance, if
any of you is not present”.
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» Respirar, a Nobis
campaign in action
» In NOBIS,

it is not enough to reflect on and recognize the continuous
danger the planet’s environment is subjected to due to indiscriminate resource
consumption. We need to get involved, to
take actions. Based on this premise, the
Respirar Corporate Campaign was born
as an initiative of the Corporate Organizational Development Management, led
by Ms. Maria Eugenia Alban. “Respirar”
is a campaign that focuses on environmental care. Its main goal is to institutionalize the 3Rs in our organizational
culture, that is, “Reduce, Reuse and Recycle”. We take on the challenge to stimulate
our collaborators’ habits and behaviors
and raise awareness on environmental
care. It is important that our collaborators
realize that, from each workstation, it is
possible to generate actions that mitigate
the damage we inadvertently cause the environment. The negative impacts due to
paper manufacturing are significant. The
simplest data show that obtaining a ton of
paper is similar to an average Ecuadorian
family 5-month energy and water
consumption.
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